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MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Preparation of your manuscript according to the following guidelines is essential for copyediting
and typesetting to proceed without delay. For details regarding illustrations, please see the
ILLUSTRATIONS GUIDELINES.
1. Send your acquisitions editor a complete set of Microsoft Word files for your manuscript,
including dedication (if desired), table of contents, preface/acknowledgments (if
appropriate), all chapters with their notes, bibliography, and illustration captions (including
credit lines).
2. Front matter, individual chapters (including their notes), bibliography, any other major
sections, and any tables should be saved as separate MS Word files (.doc or .docx). Please
contact your acquisitions editor regarding variant word-processing programs or application
systems.
3. You do not need to send a printout of the manuscript.
4. Number each of your illustrations (photos, graphs, charts, line drawings, maps, and/or
tables) in the file names of the digital images so that the numbers match the captions and
any callouts in the manuscript (see item 8, below).
5. Along with the manuscript, submit—preferably in one package, rather than piecemeal—
your final selection of reproduction-quality illustrations (photos, graphs, charts, line
drawings, and/or maps), as digital files or original photographs or in another Pressapproved form (e.g., art transparencies). Please see the ILLUSTRATIONS GUIDELINES. Please DO
NOT embed images or graphics in chapter files. Each table should be typed into its own file.
Transferring the digital illustration files via Dropbox is best, though you may also ship a
thumb drive, CD, or DVD to your acquisitions editor. In the case of maps and certain other
illustrations, you may arrange with your acquisitions editor to have the cartographer, artist,
or source institution send the digital files directly to the Press.
6. Also submit copies of signed letters of permission, if needed, for photographs, maps, tables,
figures, or other illustrations, as well as for any textual material requiring permission. NOTE:
Permissions must cover both print and electronic formats of your book. Indicate by number
which permission documents apply to which illustrations. In the credit line of each figure
caption, use the exact wording specified in permission letters.
7. If illustrations are to be scattered throughout the text, then type into the manuscript
callouts to the typesetter (e.g., <fig. 11 about here> or <table 4.3 about here>). Type
these between, not within, paragraphs on their own lines in the manuscript files.
8. Each manuscript file should be double-spaced and left-aligned throughout. (If justified
alignment is appropriate, that will be done in typesetting.)
9. If your manuscript contains contains Greek or extensive text passages in a language other
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than English or uses one or more fonts with special characters, you must use a Unicodebased font for such words, passages, or special characters. Use of embedded macros to
create special characters will not be accepted, nor will an author-created font set.
10. Type all text, including titles and headings, in capital and lowercase letters (Like This), not in
all capitals (NOT LIKE THIS).
11. Treat subheads within chapters consistently. For example, you may center all first-level
subheads (typed in capital and lowercase letters), and place second-level subheads flush
left.
12. When quoting 8 lines of text or more of prose, indent from the left margin and drop the
quotation marks. Quotes of fewer than 8 lines should be run into the paragraph text.
13. Avoid epigraphs, or limit them to one per chapter. Supply epigraphs for all chapters or for
none (not for just a few chapters). DO NOT cite epigraphs with a foot- or endnote. Rather,
include a brief source citation at the end of the epigraph.
14. If your book includes a full bibliography, citations to published sources in the notes should
be in short form (i.e., author last name, shortened title, and page reference if necessary),
rather than repeating all the information that is in the corresponding bibliographic entry.
15. Use MS Word’s Insert Footnote/Endnote command to insert chapter endnotes. Leave
endnotes embedded within their chapters. DO NOT create a separate file for notes. (The
Press will disembed the notes and, for most books, gather them in a notes section at the
back of the printed book, preceding the bibliography.)
16. Number the notes beginning with number 1 at the start of each chapter.
17. Include the completed Author Information Form with the manuscript if you have not
already sent it to us.

ADDITIONAL GUIDELINES FOR MULTIAUTHOR WORKS
Permissions/Contributor Agreements
For a multiauthor work or edited collection, the volume editor must obtain a contributor
agreement from each active contributor to the volume and, for previously published chapters,
the publisher’s written permission to republish the contributor’s work in the present volume. In
the CONTRIBUTOR’S AGREEMENT, the author of the chapter assigns rights to the volume editor for
reproduction of the author’s work. A contributor will not necessarily control the copyright if their
contribution has already been, or is scheduled to be, published elsewhere; in such a case,
permission must be obtained from the publisher of the relevant book or journal.
Source Citations
All authors contributing to the volume should use the same form of source citation. In contrast
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to single-author works, the notes will appear at the end of each chapter in the printed book.
Bibliography
If the book includes a single, master bibliography, the volume editor should ensure that each
contributor has followed the same bibliographic conventions. If the author-date system of
citation is used, the volume editor should check each bibliographic reference in the text after
compiling the master bibliography, since the process of bibliographic consolidation often results
in changes; for example, one contributor’s references to “Smith 2000” (which had originally been
correct because that contributor cited no other works by Smith published in 2000) may later
need to be changed to “Smith 2000a” (because other contributors have cited other works by
Smith published in 2000).
Numbering Illustrations
Illustrations in a multiauthor work should be numbered consecutively by chapter (e.g., fig. 1.1,
fig. 1.2, fig. 1.3, fig. 2.1, fig. 3.1, fig. 3.2, etc.).
List of Contributors
The volume editor should obtain from each contributing author a brief biographical sketch (one
or two sentences, at minimum), including the contributor’s full name and professional affiliation.
The list of all contributors will appear at the back of the book.
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